James E. Rogers College of Law

PLEDGE FOR A SAFE RETURN

We, the students, faculty and staff at University of Arizona Law, strive to learn and work in a culture of safety, compassion and mutual trust and respect. We take seriously the responsibility to care for our own health and to protect one another. We are all in this together.

With this pledge, I commit to doing my part to slow the spread of COVID-19 as outlined in the University of Arizona and College of Law policies and protocols. I understand that not doing so puts myself and those around me at risk.

I pledge to protect myself, others and the entire Arizona Law community by adhering to the following:

- Stay home if I feel ill
- **Self-quarantine** after exposure to someone who is ill or has tested positive for COVID-19 or after I have traveled out of Tucson
- Complete the mandatory **Wildcat Wellcheck** COVID-19 screening each day before coming to campus for any reason. If I forget or am unable to complete the Wildcat Wellcheck before arriving, I will check in at the private, no-contact Wellness Kiosk located in the Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie Lobby of Arizona Law or at the front desk of Rountree Hall (for clinic students and visitors).
- Comply with all university and college directives while on campus, including mandatory COVID-19 testing, wearing a face covering at all times, practicing physical distancing, keeping common spaces clean and sanitized, and not bringing visitors inside buildings
- Participate in contact tracing when needed to preserve the wellness of the community
- Follow CDC guidelines when off campus, including wearing a face covering, maintaining physical distance, and avoiding spending time in crowds of 10 or more
- Be compassionate, sensitive and helpful to all
- Bear Down, Mask Up, and Vax Up!